Dear Readers,

First things first! Congratulations to all FIA students on your newspaper- ‘The Frontier’. Both of us were very pleased with the name, which you all have come up with. This ambitious project cropped up in our minds a few months back and we are thrilled that it has finally taken concrete shape.

The need for having a ‘Campus Newspaper’ was felt by us when I was heading ‘Scribido Magazine-Now ranked no. 2 in India’ and Varad was looking after ‘The Day View- An English newspaper of the Gavkari Group’. We felt that young readers and writers needed to connect with us on a more personal level and the online media space did not grant that privilege. Young minds these days are filled with ideas and creativity and are always looking for their own canvas. Both of us decided to address this issue and give the youth a chance at mainstream journalism. That is how this project was initiated in the first place.

We approached Chadha madam and Mualy sir around last month and they were very supportive of the whole program. It was mutually decided that the first ever campus newspaper at FIA should be launched on 5th September, Teachers day! After all it is our teachers who teach us everything. On the students’ request, we dedicate this newspaper to the teachers at FIA who work so hard and tirelessly on every student’s overall development. The newspaper
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IS INDIA REALLY INDEPENDENT?

After a 700 to 800 year long struggle with Mughals and Britishers, India finally gained independence in 1947. Our very own Mahatma Gandhi and thousands of other Indians sacrificed themselves to give India her freedom and make her the largest democracy in the world. We are now indeed free from the tyrant rulers, but the question remains, are we really independent and free? Or are we still enslaved?

The answer to these questions is up to us to decide. India is still developing a country and in this process, our country still suffers from many fundamental issues. Corruption, poor hygiene, women’s rights violation and child labor are some of the major issues still staring at us in the eye even after 65 years of independence. Today, corruption is prevalent at all levels around the country due to the bureaucratic government system. Poor hygiene is evident anywhere you go. Indians would never think of littering when travelling abroad, but in India, we don’t think twice before throwing something out of the window. People’s houses are sparkling clean but streets are the garbage cans. Are we taking our country for granted? Women are routinely abused and are not given equal rights in most parts of the country. We say that the youth is the future of the country but according to government statistics, over 60 million children work at factories, hotels and railway stations. Does this bode well for so called “independent” India?

I strongly believe that the Indian mindset is what needs to change. At present, we are slaves of our own thinking or lack thereof. Mahatma Gandhi once said, “Be the change you want to see in the world.” It is not about depending on the government and waiting for it to take action. As loyal citizens of the country, it is our responsibility to change individually and mould ourselves the way we would like to see our country evolve. J.F. Kennedy of the United States rightly said, “Think not what your country can do for you, but think what you can do for your country.”

If we become more disciplined, motivated and determined for Change, it can work wonders. We must make sure to play our role as a citizen with utmost integrity and honesty in dealing with and eradicating all issues facing India. Only when we bring these changes within ourselves, can we call India truly a free and independent India!

- Isha Doshi
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development process started with a selection round for the ‘Management’, ‘Reporting’ and ‘Layout’ teams. A total of 30 kids were selected eventually. The first brainstorming meet with the students was phenomenal and was overflowing with ideas about the newspaper content. Finally the content was decided and the reporters got down to some real reporting. In the meantime the layout team was asked to start researching on different software’s and newspaper layouts. The cover photo idea was conceived by the photography team themselves. It took a few emails, phone calls and text messages by the management team to the writers to get the work done on time, but eventually the result is for everyone to see. Our team of school students has successfully come up with their own English newspaper and a pretty good one!

This has been a fantastic journey but it does not end here! Monthly guest seminars by respected people from the industry in different aspects of journalism, creative writing, layout designing, photography will be held for the team. Training sessions and visits to newspaper offices and printing presses will be planned. If you are aspiring to be on your school team, approach your class teacher or email us at ‘fia@scribidomagazine.com’. We are looking forward to reading more issues of ‘The Frontier’.

Today’s issue has been divided into 2 parts: News and Magazine. #trending at FIA is being introduced and an interview with one school teacher conducted by the Editor. The motive of the interview is to know the other ‘fun’ side of a teacher. We hope the students who will connect with the teacher more after this. We are also introducing the Agony Aunt column with a view to help the students who want to seek help from counselors, anonymously. Apart from these, you can also find an interesting editorial- ‘Is India Really Independent?’, ‘The Guy Thing’ and ‘The Girl Thing’ is featured in this edition to add to the fun element. All of this and much more in this edition of ‘The Frontier’.

Have fun reading and don’t forget to write to us at ‘fia@scribidomagazine.com’. We would love to hear from you readers, cheers!

- Shaunak Chafekar & Varad Potnis
FUNNY ANSWERS IN TEST PAPERS

Life Without Computer

The earth will not revolve if there will be no computer game. The earth will not glow if there will be no computer game. Computer have both advantages and disadvantage. It help people who are poor and they don't have any entertainment in their life. They can buy and they can play. But it is Cumbersome for them. People who know how to play games for them it is to entertain.

People just take computer game for entertainment, they don't know the other side of computer games, it's is harmful for our eyes and mind.

I think playing outdoor game make us healthy and do some exercise, they stay in the home and play computer games. I conclude that don't play computer games. Play outdoor game which can bring benefit to you.

Dear Friend,

As you know I have come to a new place called Jamshedpur. Do you know? There is less paper pollution there. I am very freely there. There is Tata Industrial city. There is all type of brand such as ITC, TATA, Bombay, USPC and many more. I have this city lot and I missed all my friends my plane and everywhere.

My school is into a killer and there is all friend sports is the most. There is but an old school was more than this time there is less friend only and I am scattered here all teacher are good here and I am happy.

Computer Curse

Do you know day by day we are becoming people who work now than our neighbours also become now a days set all time on computer. They actually forgot how to talk to each other. People are playing day by day because they do not go and chat and they do play games also, they just eat and again on computer.

Some teble people feel that computer is very helpful. They just see the point part, they don't see behind part it cause eye problem and many more. I know we need computer in day today life but it should be in limit.

TRAVELOUGE

We got down onto Kangra railway station, with huge bags sitting on our backs, excited for the five-day camp ahead. There was still 1 hour to go before we reached our destination. As we sat in the car and drove by endless bed of mountains, I couldn’t stop admiring the beauty running across the window glass. It was something I had never seen or imagined of before. I didn’t even notice when that one hour drive was over. We hiked five hours to reach the base camp at dusk. I couldn’t wait to explore around, but exhausted after the tedious journey, I had no clue when I fell asleep in my tent.

‘Beep! Beep!’ The alarm hurt my ears. I couldn’t see anything; the only thing I could hear was the snores of the others. I was still tired from the previous day’s hike, but the eagerness to see the beauty outside was what drove me to waking up and going outside the tent. The sky was still dark not having robed out the previous night’s darkness. It was a shade of red and black merged together. The clouds shone due to the color in the background. I could see an outline of trees and could hear the sound of flowing water. Of course, it was a river.

The sound got louder and louder as I went closer. Stones popped out of the river at every meander. I walked towards my tent thinking about the magnificent views. I got in and sat in a corner staring at the others snoring away their previous day exhaustion; images of the sparkling water and huge mountains flashed in front of my mind’s eye, I closed my eyes and dozed off in no time, but I had definitely locked up those moments safe inside my heart forever.....

They will revisit me one day in my city life full of clutters.

- Isha Doshi
**Boxers V/S Briefs**

- **Scribido** -

This column is strictly dedicated to the ones that have an overflowing amount of testosterone. See, that is like 50% of the population (ideally), however since our country has proved its narrow mindedness in that matter I would say that the population that I am talking to is more than the 55% of this country. I know right? Sadness evoked.

Anyways the point of this column is to freely state and discuss the things only related to “Guys” hence the name (that was a no brainer).

So for the inaugural issue I am going to put the point up of the most controversial thing that guys go through secretly. That is of course the universe defining question. Boxers Vs Briefs? (For those of you who thought that I was going to talk about Boxers like Muhammad Ali or Briefs like those lame answers in our board exams, leave immediately and turn in your man card on the way out)

Boxers:

Now imagine the feeling that your ears get when you stick your head out the window of your car or go on a bike ride without wearing a helmet. Do you have it clearly in your mind? If you do then that is what Boxers are. It’s as simple as that. Boxers give the person who wears them a “devil-may-care” attitude. This is because everything is so calm and free flowing. Boxers have the soft and comfy feel to them, and for those maniacs that like to roam without their pants in their own home (for the sake of privacy I hope). Anyways, boxers make you feel cool and that’s the reason why most of like to wear them (plus not to mention that of we had to strip at any point, boxers would look more cooler than the others)

However like all the good things in life, including boxers, everything has a down side. First of all, since everything is free flowing, boxers do tend to get irritating when you are performing rigorous running, work out sessions etc. Plus, if you are a fat guy, then boxers rarely look good on you, they give you that round hip that make guys call you a girl and girl call you well, a girl.

Boxers also get irritating when everything around it like “humid and hot” and you can’t take your pants off.

Briefs:

Briefs are tricky little articles. If you ever had the ultimate boredom syndrome I advise you to go and checkout the types of briefs. They are like really wide ranged species. That’s the good thing about briefs; there are a lot of selections. I mean boxers do have selections but they are mostly related to colors and design and all, here briefs have a change in everything from the string pattern to the most important place.

Another thing about wearing briefs is that they really pack perfectly, so you can run, jump and dive (no I am not quoting Cinthol here)

However the worst thing about briefs is that, they are really un-cool. I mean rarely can wearing briefs be classified as cool, imagine if you had to strip in public and you didn’t have the appropriate size. Ah the shame.

---

**The Cherry Pout**

- **Sae Lele** -

Red has always been the most popular shade of all seasons and when it comes to makeup there is no bigger statement than a crimson pout. The look is striking, attention grabbing and a timeless classic. Red lips are a classic look as seen on many a golden age, and they’re a pop of color that can enhance many a look. Whether you’re going out for a girls’ day out or you’re going to a formal ball, red lips are often the best pick. Red lips are the quintessential stunning look but getting it “just right” can take a little know-how.

Boxers:

Now, there is a variety of shades of red to choose from. Plus, your skin tone, hair color and the time of the day also matter while considering painting your lips red! True reds complement the pale skin tones.

Also, red with pink or plum undertones totally suit fair skin. Red sheer lipstick is another good option!

When you have a dark skin tone, you need a shade that will stand out against your skin and deep warm reds do just that! Glossy lips will be an even better option. Avoid dark reds as they blend in with your skin tone. For a medium skin tone, berry and brown work the best for you! If your complexion has a caramel hue, orange tints will look flattering but if it has got an olive tone, keep away from the orange tinted reds! In a country like ours, most of us have brown or black hair with a warm complexion. So shades of red with a brown base suit us. Lipsticks that are described with words like deep orange, golden red and coral to describe the shade is what you’re looking for. If your complexion is on the cooler side then try cherry reds, plum and burgundy.

In the daytime opt for a subtle or lucid shade and for evenings, go bolder, so that your features stand out. Also avoid deep reds if you have thin lips. They tend to make lips look smaller.

Once the shade is selected, all you need is perfection!

Eye makeup should be kept minimum and just a hint of colour in your cheeks should be enough. Moisturize your lip, use nude lip-liner and then fill in the colour. A gold or pink gloss would serve as the cherry on top of the cake! To avoid ‘bleeding’ apply some concealer around your mouth. Avoid getting lipstick on your teeth (always)!!!

So there you are, ready to look ‘belle and chic’! The next girls’ day out you go for or the party you attend, you know how to get the perfect ‘cherry pout’!
MARKS FOR SPORTS

STUDENTS’ SPEAK

“Offering marks for sports is a very good way of encouraging students to get involved in physical activity which is both interesting and healthy”
- Maitrey Kute, H.Sc Student

“I believe that institutions should give as much importance to sports as academics. Sports should be a choice for each student and it should indeed be evaluated.”
- Nihal Singh, A Levels student

“Today where marks are given utmost importance, students are being deprived of sports. Marks system in sports will not only encourage sports in India but will also make students healthier.”
- Rajyardhan Takle, H.Sc Student

Okay, hypothetical time; there are two students in a class. They study the same curriculum and live in the same conditions. But even if they do the same things, they will have a proclivity towards different things. One may be really good at mathematics, whereas the other one would want to play tennis. The tennis player and the mathematician (if I may), may be equally good in their respective fields, but the mathematician will get academic credit (marks) for his excellence, whereas the tennis player may not get the same credit. Both of them may excel but the tennis player may not be able to concentrate on his mathematics and may end up getting low marks. This will make him think twice about following the direction of his penchant. In the mathematician’s case however, he will get all the marks in the world. Now my question is, is it right to ask someone to balance sports and academics or just concentrate on medals and in 2012 India won 6. That is a 100% increase but that is nothing compared to the other countries. This educational system doesn’t give sports the due importance. This discourages sports and [thus] will lead to a physically weaker India. Another sad example of the current situation came a few days ago. The India U-19 team became world champions. The captain of this team is a 19 year old boy from rural Uttarakhand. After hitting a captain’s knock in the world cup finals, Unmukt Chand came back to his college (“St. Stephen’s”) only to realize that winning the world cup wasn’t a reason enough to miss his classes.

This situation reflects our mentality as Indians, towards sports. Unmukt made the nation proud and instead of awarding and commending his effort, he was not allowed to take his examination; it raises a whole lot of questions against how much we value sports. What can be done about this? What if sports are made a part of the main stream curriculum? I am not saying everyone will become Olympians but many will understand their hidden potential. This hidden potential, if developed and nurtured correctly, will lead to income in the future. This income will empower people who would otherwise end up doing hackneyed jobs on a daily wage. Empowerment of the people will lead to a brighter and more prosperous future. Some might ask, what about the whole system going the other way? What if people who can think and do brilliant things with their minds get ‘distracted’ with sports? The answer is simple. People who exercise regularly think a lot more clearly, live longer and thus, increase their own productivity. And not only will this programme help in increasing productivity, it will also raise well-rounded individuals. In a future where everything will become faster, a person with an all round personality can deal with pressure a lot better than those who have a singular aim.

Today, in the first edition of ‘The Frontier’, we launch a “Marks for Sports” Campaign!

The core belief of this campaign lies within the premise that if different boards of education include sports as a part of the main curriculum, then parents, as well as children, will devote more time to sports, setting them on the path of a lifetime of fitness. Here at FIA we value sports a lot and there are lot of facilities for the students. A similar model needs to be followed everywhere. This will not only aid India to win more Olympic medals but also empower the poor, increase average life expectancy, lead to a better standard of living and in turn create a better India for the next generations to live in. We expect you readers to write to our editorial board at ‘fia@scribidiomagazine.com’ with suggestions on how to take this campaign forward. Keep reading this space for more updates on the “Marks for Sports” campaign!

- Shubhankar Takle
Building a Basic GAMING RIG

Well, we now know which games to buy, but we don’t know how to get the most out of them, when we install them on our computers. Usually when a user does not have the required settings for playing a game then the user switches off, this results in reduced GAMING TIME- that’s terrible...!!

Anyways, in today’s article we are going to learn HOW TO SET UP A BASIC ‘GAMING RIG’...!!

Firstly, we live in the 21st century, having a computer with OS (operating system) as Windows XP professional, was good enough till you went to school for studies but not for impressing other lads...!! Get rid of that OS!! The best OS according to me currently is Windows 7 Ultimate (32 bit), it’s better if you have the original copy but the duplicate will just work.

Okay, now that we have got the base, we need to get the correct hardware for the games to run smooth like butter. We need to get a 4 GB RAM. This thing has to be there! The most important part is the Graphics Card, this part is quite tricky, because you need to find the graphics card, make sure you update it and stuff...but according to me the best graphics card is - AMD Radeon. I used to be Nvidia guy earlier but then Radeon has much to offer. If you have more than one monitors, then I suggest you buy a graphics card with Hydra-vision; it’s nothing great but then it becomes easier to manage two screens better with hydra-vision (if you don’t have two screens, don’t waste your money for no GOOD’). Once we have dealt with that, we need a nice control pad. I came to know about Belkin’s combo offer, this hardware brand is amazing, being an i-ball guy/girl and swapping over hardware doesn’t feel right but trust me!! It’s WORTH every penny!! Now getting on with the Display , BenQ (sensex + photo if you use your computer extensively) 19” screen is my recommendation for AWESOME gaming experience. After you have got all of this, just put it together and here we go son, “YOU HAVE ACHIEVED A COMPUTER FOR ALMOST ALL GAMES”.

— Gunjan Dere

THE FUTURE OF SMARTPHONES

It all started on March 10, 1876, when an eminent scientist, Alexander Graham Bell invented the device ‘Telephone’.

Gone are those days when mobile phones were a huge burden, in terms of weight as well as on the pocket! Things changed at a very high pace and in the recent past, what mankind witnessed was simply mesmerising. A new series of high-tech phones emerged, known as the ‘Smart phones’! These phones had many revolutionary changes when compared to the other

sumptuous Super phones would comprise of many new never-seen before like features! They would blow away the user with surprise and would leave no chance but to be a tantalizing device, which one would take pride in flaunting it to glory.

Yes, indeed, ‘SUPER PHONES’ is what they would be crowned as! A new era of phones that would leave no chance for the critics to criticise on. These super phones will come along with extraordinary features and indeed with upgradations from the smartphones. They will come with an enhanced display and indeed with the much talked about, transparent display! They would comprise of other new features such as enhanced processor, camera, touch, animation and battery life. These are the basic upgradations. Wait until you see the icing on the cake! Super phones are going to be the next generation’s cell phones, indicating the fact that the revolution of smartphones is around the corner. And as a matter of fact, it has already started! The new Samsung Galaxy S III, is what one can crown as the ‘Super phone’ for the kind of features it offers, are completely appropriate to fit in the category of the entry-level super phones!

But as they say, every good story must come to an end, this era of smart phones could no more be kept away from this theory! What we are about to witness in the near future is simply splendid and magnificent.

So all you folks out there brace yourself to face the reality that once was a part of the James Bond series!

— Prathamesh Patkar
Hangin’ Out in Nashik

- Meghana Kamat

When it comes to the most popular hangouts in Nashik, the first place that comes to my mind is College Road! There are quite a few places, but this one is the most prominent one in town. College Road is one place that is filled with fast food joints! There’s Subway, McDonald’s, Bollywood Café, Cdb, Baskin Robbins, Nandan, Dominos and Top Pocket! McDonald’s was something all Nasikites had been waiting for really eagerly, so it is going to be an all-time favorite! Subway is for health freaks (that’s what I think, probably most people don’t agree with me) and then Bollywood Café and Nandan are, I’d say for yummy Indian fast food. Top Pocket is the place for snooker!

‘Surfers,’ a gaming den, in the lane opposite Viju’s Dabeli, is another attraction among the boys! There are a whole lot of eating joints present there in Thatte Nagar, so, it’s a perfect hangout for youngsters. Along with Viju’s Dabeli, there’s Akbar Soda, another snooker pool parlour, US Pizza, Pizza Hut and now a KFC is opening across the street from the Pizza Hut outlet, this street is one of the liveliest streets in town (along with College Road). Both these areas are connected. It could be a replica of ‘The Strip’ in Vegas (only in terms of being the most happening area in the city and nothing else!)

Then there’s ‘City Centre Mall’! Every resident of the city was super-excited about the first mall in the city. There’s a lot you can do here as well. Shop, eat, play, watch movies or simply loiter around. The Food Court on the top floor with a snooker pool beside it, and the Gaming Zone on one of the lower floors are the places which interest youngsters the most!

So now you know a few of the most happening places in the city! They are worth having a look at! Being a Nasikite, you’d know what exactly a drive through these places would be termed in the local language….. ‘Patte’! Obviously, that’s not what you’d call a walk through the mall. ‘Patte’ are specific to College Road and Thatte Nagar and the next time you go, let us know if you had fun!

Many of us may not have even heard of it, or some of us may have. It’s a little café on the terrace of Levi’s. It offers a magnificent view of the city, but, that is all it really offers.

I have gone to Sky Café twice now, once with friends, and once with my sister. The first time I went, the café was filled to bursting with customers. Understandably, it took some time for us to find a table and sit down. However, it took us an amazing half hour to just place the order. Sure, with a lot of people demanding service, you expect a little delay, but not half an hour, and not to just place the order, especially when there were waiters with no table to service. Even after incessant calling, no one came. Finally, when someone did come, he was so apathetic that he was barely listening to my friend listing out our order. And then it took around 45 minutes for the waiter to actually bring the food.

I hoped the second time would be different but unfortunately, I was proven wrong. The café was less crowded this time but the service was still unnecessarily slow. Short of shouting, it was difficult to attract the attention of any waiter even though there were two or three waiters just standing there. The time taken for clearing the table and bringing the bill was also, in my opinion, too long.

Poor customer service can, in some cases, be forgiven in the face of outstanding or, even very good food. I am sorry to say that the food was less than mediocre. Just as the waiters didn’t impart any feeling of welcome and incite a desire to stay, neither did the food. It seemed as though the chef had put together the ingredients of the order, cooked them to the minimum level and dumped it on a plate. The presentation as well as taste was not appetizing.

Sky Café fails to live up to its initial expectations. It has a lot of things going for it - a good location, great décor and an amazing view. Don’t be fooled by its appearance, Sky Café is all flash and no substance. Go there if you just want to look out over the city and don’t really care what you are eating. Don’t waste your money. There are other, much better food joints to try out.

One of the most popular pizzeria chains of the United States has finally opened a branch in Nashik off College road at Thatte Nagar. Before their grand opening on 3rd August, Nasikites had to travel to Mumbai or Pune (or some other metro city) to enjoy Pizza Hut pizza.

The space the restaurant occupies has been totally renovated and decorated according to U.S. Pizza Hut standards. The ambience is contemporary and informal with booths and tables. Customers can be comfortable talking with their companions and enjoying the good food. The view from the rear glass wall makes it feel like we’re overlooking a garden. The wait staff is friendly and helpful. They are quite open and constantly recommend dishes they feel are good, or better than the ones we ordered.

The menu is very extensive. The number of drinks available is quite good, from mocktails and milk-shakes to iced teas and lemonades. There are lots of options for both vegetarians and non-vegetarians. There is a variety of appetizers like garlic bread, salads, soups, and specialty items like jalapeño poppers (vegetarian) and spicy chicken wings (non-vegetarian). The range of pastas is also very good. Then, there is, of course, the stars of the menu, what Pizza Hut is known for - their famous deep dish pan pizzas. There is a variety of pizzas with pre-determined combinations of toppings that you can order. The one I always go to eat is the pepperoni family pizza. Of course, if you don’t eat pork, it’s not really an option for you. But for those who do, take advantage of its availability. If none of them suit your mood, you can create your own pizza with its own unique combination of toppings. After dinner, for the complete meal, specialty desserts and ice creams are available.

Those who have been to Pizza Hut in Mumbai, Pune, and also the United States, have commented that there has been no compromise on the quality of the food here in Nashik. The rates of the pizzas and other items are comparable to any fine restaurant in Nashik. Definitely visit and enjoy the pizza and the atmosphere alike!
Know Your Teacher

Always imparting life’s lessons alongside his lectures, Pramod Sir shares with us some more of his ideologies.

Q. Sincere student? Mischief prankster? I am sure all students would want to know how the martinet himself was as a student?
A. I was always a front bencher. Not necessarily the extremely sincere one, but I always sat in the front.

Q. In that case, how would you define an ideal student?
A. According to me, an ideal student would be someone who is extremely focused and knows the direction he is aiming at. He knows what he should do at what time and works toward his own growth to achieve self-satisfaction, and the same time helping out his classmates. Above all, he must take responsibility for his actions.

Q. And which is your favourite batch then?
A. (Without a single moment’s delay comes his prompt reply-) A levels 2012 batch.

Q. Coming to the school as a whole… what is it that you particularly love about FIA?
A. I think everything out here is fabulous. The teachers, students and all the facilities. In fact I really appreciate the way Ratan Sir treats all his employees. I am thankful to him for everything.

Q. And anything in particular that puts you off?
A. Yes, I think some students lack the self discipline and simply misuse the freedom given to them. It really angers me to see them waste away their time at an age when they should be investing time in building their future. I hate to see students not utilizing their full potentials.

Q. Some people feel that you are very short-tempered...
A. I just have to voice out when I see something wrong happening. I cannot just keep mum and do nothing about it.

Q. Were there any challenges you had to face in this school?
A. I think the greatest challenge I faced was when I was new into the system. Students did not take to me very well as language posed a serious impediment when delivering lectures. I had come from a completely different background and the student’s initial reaction to me wasn’t very encouraging either, but now when I look back I think that I have emerged a stronger outgoing of my struggle.

Q. Any particular message you would want to convey to all the students?
A. As you very well know I keep expressing my philosophies in my classes as well. I just try to put forth my life experiences so that you can learn from my mistakes and not blunder the way that I did. More than anything else, I feel you all must first try to be responsible citizens of the society and good human beings. It is only if you, the youth changes, will you be able to build a brighter future.

-A P. Sahani

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Did You Know?

• Sir shares his birthday on the 12th of January with Swami Vivekananda.
• According to his son, sir is quite a chef, and he cooks awesome mutton curry and fish fry.
• Sir wanted to get into the army when he was young. He was an adventure aficionado back then.

Agony Aunt

School troubles or domestic worries... heartbreaks to deal with or friendship turmoil to battle out of... victimized by the classroom politics or too much academic pressure on your shoulders...too much on your mind? Feel like venting out but don’t know whom to trust? Here’s a way to get rid of your agonies! You could write to me and I will suggest you ways out. And for sake of privacy you could even write anonymously. Simply mail in all your issues to agonyauntfia@gmail.com and who knows, others suffering from a similar issue might benefit too!